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Abstract
The applicability of dielectric barrier discharge plasma actuators for controlling the crossflow-vortex-induced laminar breakdown in
a three-dimensional swept-wing-type boundary-layer flow is investigated by means of direct numerical simulation (DNS). The first
part of the investigation is aimed at modifying the quasi two-dimensional base flow to weaken primary crossflow (CF) instability,
mainly due to a reduction of the basic CF. In the second part, the actuators are used to control the three-dimensional nonlinear
disturbance state with large-amplitude steady crossflow vortices (CFVs). It is shown for both methods that the amplitudes of the
CFVs and the secondary growth of unsteady modes can be reduced and thus transition to turbulence delayed.
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1. Introduction
For both environmental and economic reasons improving fuel eﬃciency is becoming increasingly important for
the development of future aircraft. Since potential in further improvement of surface quality, shaping and engines
is limited, laminar flow control represents a promising approach. To delay the laminar-turbulent transition in two-
dimensional boundary-layer flow caused by Tollmien-Schlichting waves several methods were developed. However,
for modern aircraft wings with large leading-edge sweep and three-dimensional boundary layers, transition to turbu-
lence is typically caused by CF instabilities. Primary CF instability leads to growth of steady and travelling crossflow
vortex (CFV) modes. At low free-stream turbulence conditions as in free flight, steady CFV modes excited by surface
roughness typically prevail. The resulting streamwise orientated co-rotating high-amplitude CFVs trigger a secondary
instability which rapidly leads to transition to turbulence, see, e.g.,1,2,3.
Aimed at reducing the CF and consequently the primary CF instability, slot-suction systems and suction-hole panels
have been used to delay transition since the 1950s4. More recently, a couple of other methods for controlling the CFV-
induced laminar breakdown were developed. Saric et al.5 use a spanwise row of roughness elements (distributed-
roughness-elements, DRE) to excite steady ’subcritical’ CFV modes that are spaced narrower than the spanwise
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wavelength of the most amplified mode and less unstable with respect to secondary instability to hinder the growth
of the most amplified CFV mode. The same concept, however named upstream-flow-deformation (UFD) and not
necessarily based on roughness elements, was suggested by Wassermann & Kloker6. An approach combining classical
suction with the UFD concept, named distributed flow deformation (DFD) or formative suction, was proposed by
Messing & Kloker7,8 to achieve continual suppression of (secondarily) unstable CFVs in significantly altering base
flows. The pinpoint suction concept proposed by Friederich & Kloker7,9 is aimed at controlling the three-dimensional
nonlinear disturbance state with large-amplitude CFVs by applying localized strong suction through holes at the
updraft side of the CFVs to hinder the vortical motion and consequently weaken secondary instability.
Plasma actuators were applied to delay transition in two-dimensional boundary-layer flow in lab experiments10,11,
flight tests12,13, and numerical simulations14,15. Using an azimuthal array of micrometre-sized plasma actuators
Schuele et al.16 successfully excited subcritical stationary CFV modes in a Mach-3.5 boundary layer of a sharp-tipped
right-circular cone at 4.2◦ angle of attack, thus hindering the growth of the most amplified mode (cf. DRE/UFD).
For the current work we investigate two diﬀerent methods using plasma actuators to control the CFV-induced
laminar breakdown. First, we aim to weaken primary CF instability by reducing the CF of the quasi two-dimensional
base flow. Second, we control the three-dimensional nonlinear disturbance state with large-amplitude steady CFVs,
cf. the pinpoint suction concept. To model the eﬀect of the plasma actuators a steady body-force distribution similar
to that of a DBD plasma actuator is used. The base flow mimics the DLR-Prinzipexperiment Go¨ttingen, as also
done in3,9, a model flow as it develops on the upper side of a swept-wing at negative incidence within the region of
acceleration. It consists of a flat plate with an eﬀective sweep angle Φ∞ of 42.5◦ and a displacement body above to
obtain a nearly constant favourable chordwise pressure gradient (Hartree parameter βH ≈ 2/3).
The paper is organized as follows: §2 presents the numerical method and §3 the base-flow properties and the
reference case. §4 and §5 present the results for the two diﬀerent control methods.
2. Numerical Method
Basic set-up. - For the DNS we use our compressible code NS3D17 that has been proven for the investigation
of the crossflow-vortex-induced laminar breakdown9,18. It solves the three-dimensional compressible Navier-Stokes
equations in conservative formulation, where Q = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, E]T represents the dimensionless solution vector.
The velocity vector u = [u, v,w]T denotes the velocities in the chordwise, wall-normal and spanwise directions x, y
and z. Velocities and length scales are normalized by the chordwise reference velocity ¯U∞ and the reference length
¯L, respectively, where the overbar denotes dimensional values. Additionally, the reference temperature ¯T∞ and the
reference density ρ¯∞ are used for normalization. The specific heats cp and cv as well as the Prandtl number are assumed
to be constant. Temperature dependence of the viscosity μ is modelled by Sutherland’s law. For the simulations a
rectangular integration domain on a flat plate is considered, see figure 1. The chordwise and wall-normal directions are
discretized using eighth-order explicit finite diﬀerences, whereas for the spanwise direction a Fourier-spectral ansatz
is implemented to calculate the z-derivatives. For time integration the explicit 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheme is used.
In the experiments at DLR the chordwise free-stream velocity ¯U∞,exp is 14 ms−1, yielding a chordwise Mach
number Ma∞,exp ≈ 0.04. For such small Mach numbers the viscous part of the numerical time-step limit typically
dominates and requires a time step proportional to Ma2∞. To allow calculations at a non-prohibitive time step, Ma∞ =
0.21 is chosen for the current investigation. At this Mach number, both the temperature TB and the density ρB vary by
less than 1.6% within the integration domain, ensuring quasi-incompressible behaviour. Flow similarity is ensured by
matching the Reδ1 ranges; δ1 - displacement thickness. The reference values ¯T∞ and ρ¯∞ are set to 303.4 K and 1.225
kgm−3, respectively. The reference velocity ¯U∞ is chosen at a flow angle of Φ∞ = 42.5◦, yielding ¯U∞ = w¯e/ tanΦ∞ =
72.72 ms−1, where w¯e is the spanwise velocity at the upper boundary of the integration domain. Defining the global
Reynolds number Re = 92000 based on ¯U∞ and ¯L, the reference length ¯L = 0.01923 m is calculated.
The chordwise direction is discretized with an equally spaced grid, Δx = 1.309 · 10−3. For the reference case REF
the domain covers 1.900  x  5.920 (3072 points). In spanwise direction the fundamental wavelength λz,0 = 0.126,
corresponding to the fundamental spanwise wavenumber γ0 = 2π/λz,0 = 50.0, is discretized with 32 points (KREF = 10
de-aliased harmonics, ΔzREF = 3.927 · 10−3). A shorter domain covering 1.900 x  4.386 (1900 points) is used for
all the other simulations to aﬀord a finer discretization in spanwise direction. The wall-normal direction is discretized
with a stretched grid in the range 0.000  y  0.073 with 93 points and Δywall = 2.300 · 10−4. The time step Δt
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Fig. 1. Integration domain and coordinate systems.
is set to 1.575 · 10−5 and the fundamental angular reference frequency to ω0 = 6.0. We use the following boundary
conditions: at the subsonic inflow the base-flow variables are prescribed and upstream-travelling acoustic waves are
allowed to leave the integration domain. At the isothermal wall the no-slip boundary condition using dp/dy|wall = 0
is employed and ¯Twall is set to ¯T∞. In front of the outflow all conservative variables are ramped to the corresponding
base-flow values within a ramping zone 4.341  x  4.386. At the free-stream the base-flow values for ρ and T are
kept, whereas du/dy|e = dw/dy|e = 0 allows ue and we to adapt. In addition, dv/dy|e = −(d(ρeue)/dx + d(ρewe)/dz)/ρe
is used to calculate ve, assuming dρ/dy|e = 0.
For postprocessing a streamline-oriented coordinate system (xs, y, zs) is defined where xs points in direction of the
potential-flow at the upper edge of the integration domain. A tilde is used to mark the respective velocities that are nor-
malized by the local base-flow edge velocity in the xs-direction, uB,s,e, hence w˜s = ws/uB,s,e for example. In addition, a
rotated coordinate system (xr, y, zr) is defined: xr = (x−x0) cosΦr+(z−z0) sinΦr, zr = −(x−x0) sinΦr+(z−z0) cosΦr.
Plasma actuator body-force model. - A velocity-information-based empirical model is used to model the plasma
actuators by a steady wall-parallel body force19. The dimensionless planar force distribution f (x, y) is defined as
X(x) =
(
a1 χ + a2 χ
2
)
exp(−χ) , χ = (x − xPL) a0 , (1a)
Y(y) =
(
b1 y + b2 y2
)
exp(−b0 y2/5) , (1b)
f (x, y) = c X(x) Y(y) , (1c)
χ, y  0; a0, b0 > 0; a1,2, b1,2, c ∈ R ,
where xPL indicates the edge of the upper electrode as sketched in figure 2(a). The constants a0,1,2, b0,1,2 and c can
be adapted to define the desired force distribution. The corresponding dimensional force distribution ¯f (x, y) can be
calculated according to
¯f (x, y) = f (x, y) ρ¯∞
¯U2∞
¯L
= f (x, y) ρ¯
2
∞
¯U3∞
Re μ¯∞
, (2)
and, for fixed Re at constant ρ¯∞ and μ¯∞ for identical Reδ1 ranges at diﬀerent Mach numbers, the dimensional force
scales with ¯U3∞. Varying Ma∞ we investigated the eﬀect of the identical dimensionless force distribution on the
boundary-layer flows. Within the quasi-incompressible range, Ma∞ ≤ 0.3, the same dimensionless force yields
basically the same velocity manipulations for all simulations. Only for higher Mach numbers deviations appear.
Based on these findings, the dimensionless force distributions used for the Ma∞ = 0.21 simulations of the present
investigations can directly be converted to the corresponding dimensional force distributions for the Ma∞ ≈ 0.04
experiments according to (2).
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Fig. 2. (a) Basic 2-d DBD plasma actuator schematic. (b) Discrete plasma actuator rotated with angle βPL about the wall-normal axis y.
For three-dimensional simulations, the body force produced by a plasma actuator with electrode length lPL (cf.
figure 2(b)) is modelled by extrusion of f (x, y) along the lateral electrode axis, yielding the force distribution f (x, y, z).
At the edges a polynomial of 5th-order is used to smooth the changeover from zero forcing to maximum forcing
over a range of 10% lPL. An angle βPL  0◦ can be defined for rotation of the actuator about the wall-normal axis
y, see figure 2(b). In this case the force is split into a chordwise component fx(x, y, z) = f (x, y, z) cos(βPL) and a
spanwise component fz(x, y, z) = f (x, y, z) sin(βPL). Clockwise rotation is defined by positive values of βPL. The force
components are introduced in the x- and z-momentum equations, respectively, and the work done by the force is
accounted for in the energy equation by specifying the scalar product of force and the velocity vector.
The approximation of a steady body force is appropriate. Primary linear stability theory (LST) investigations20 of
the base flow yield the most amplified frequency ω0 = 6. In case of ¯U∞,exp = 14 ms−1, ω0 = 6 corresponds to the
dimensional frequency ν¯0,exp = 133 Hz, whereas operating frequencies of DBD plasma actuators and incorporated
disturbances are in the order of several kHz and therefore assumed to be damped out by the boundary layer.
3. Base-flow properties and reference case
Characteristic boundary-layer parameters of the investigated Ma∞ = 0.21 base flow are shown in figure 3(a). Due
to the large sweep angle and the acceleration in downstream direction the flow is strongly unstable with respect to
CFV modes. Although the highest amplification rates are found for unsteady modes the focus of the present work
is on steady modes due to their typically higher initial amplitudes in low-turbulence environments. For all DNS a
disturbance strip at the wall is used with blowing and suction (without net mass flow but with momentum input9) to
excite the strongly amplified steady CFV mode with γ = γ0, from now on referred to as mode (0,1) in double-spectral
notation (hω0,kγ0) at x1 = 2.22 (lstrip,1 = 0.1). To initiate controlled breakdown by secondary instability unsteady,
pulse-like disturbances (h,±2), h = 1 - 50, are forced at x2 = 3.00 where the steady CFV mode has fully developed
(lstrip,2 = 0.05). The downstream development of the disturbance-velocity component u˜′s = (us − uB,s)/uB,s,e for the
reference case REF without plasma actuators is shown in figure 3(b). The mode (0,1) and the steady three-dimensional
part of the flow field without the spanwise mean, (ω = 0) − (0, 0), reach large amplitudes. At x = 4.0 the mode (0,1)
reaches 25.2% and (ω = 0) − (0, 0) 39.3%. Indicated by the growth of the unsteady modes, secondary instability sets
in slightly downstream of the forcing at x2. Starting at x ≈ 3.35, the low-frequency type-III mode ω = 12 is strongly
amplified, and for x > 3.85 the high-frequency type-I mode ω = 102, followed by transition to turbulence.
4. Stabilization of the base flow
For stabilization of the base flow one spanwise row with two actuators per λz,0 is positioned upstream of the first
disturbance strip. We concentrate on two set-ups which had turned out to be most eﬃcient: forcing against the CF
(case SBF+WS) and forcing in spanwise direction (case SBF+W), the latter including forcing in streamline-orientated
velocity direction us and against the CF velocity ws. Streamwise forcing solely is less eﬃcient. Important plasma-
actuator characteristics are given in table 1 and the body-force distributions are shown in figure 4. Diﬀering actuator
configurations are used due to spatial limitations for case SBF+WS. However, the total body force introduced into the
flow field is the same for both configurations and defined in such a way that for case SBF+WS a further increase of the
force reduces the positive eﬀect or even causes the actuators to induce transition. For case SBF+W, a further increase
can enhance the positive eﬀect of the forcing. With regard to the optimal wall-normal force distribution, investigations
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Fig. 3. (a) Boundary-layer parameters for the base flow (using definitions of incompressible flow). Right ordinate shows Reδ1,s . Values are based
on uB,s. (b) Downstream development of modal u˜′s,(h,k)- and u˜′s,(h)-amplitudes for case REF from Fourier analysis in time (maximum over y or y and
z, 0 ≤ ω ≤ 180, Δω = 6). The inset shows the physical time signal of the pulsing at x2 = 3.0 (lstrip,2 = 0.05).
Table 1. Plasma-actuator characteristics for cases SBF+WS and SBF+W. Dimensioned values correspond to Ma∞ = 0.04 experiment.
xPL xPL lPL lPL βPL min{ fx} min{ ¯fx} max{ fz} max{ ¯fz} max{ f } max{ ¯f }
Case (-) (m) (-) (m) ◦ (-) (kNm−3) (-) (kNm−3) (-) (kNm−3)
SBF+WS 2.05 0.205 0.4 0.04 144 −0.46 −1.11 0.34 0.80 0.57 1.37
SBF+W 2.05 0.205 0.2 0.02 90 - - 0.67 1.61 0.67 1.61
(not shown) indicated that the force should spread almost over the complete boundary layer but not extend beyond the
boundary-layer thickness. Strong forcing close to the wall may result in s-shaped w˜s,zm-profiles and amplification of
narrow-spaced CFV modes with high spanwise wavenumbers. Forcing outside the boundary layer is ineﬀective since
the streamwise velocity profile does not become fuller near the wall and the crossflow velocity is not reduced.
The eﬀect of the forcing on the mean flow is shown in figure 5(a). Note that the decrease in the shape factor (H12
= δ1/δ2, δ2 - momentum loss thickness) and the maximum CF velocity starting at x ≈ 3.2 for case REF is caused by
the high-amplitude CFVs. For both cases with actuation the modulus of the maximum crossflow velocity is reduced.
The reduction decreases downstream but is of relevant size throughout the region of primary CF instability. For case
SBF+WS a stronger decrease is found with a maximum reduction of about 45% at x = 2.25 in comparison to about
30% for case SBF+W. However, in the vicinity of the actuators the shape factor increases for case SBF+WS, indicating
blocking of the flow which may give risk to local T-S instability. For case SBF+W a decrease of H12,s,zm is found. In
accordance with those findings the spanwise mean u˜s,zm-profile at x = 2.0 (not shown) becomes slightly fuller in the
near-wall region for case SBF+W, whereas for case SBF+WS the streamwise velocity is decreased. Further downstream,
in consistency with the decrease of H12,s,zm, also the u˜s,zm-profiles for case SBF+WS become fuller close to the wall.
To gain further inside into the eﬀect of the plasma actuators on the stability properties of the flow, the resulting
spanwise mean of the velocity fields from simulations without disturbance input were taken for LST calculations, see
figure 5(b). Compared to the base flow the amplification rates of the most amplified steady CFV modes are reduced
for both cases. The maximum n-factor (
∫
−αi dx, starting from neutral position for each mode) at x = 4.3 is reduced
from 5.6 to 3.3 for case SBF+WS and to 4.4 for case SBF+W. The eﬀect on the amplification of the unsteady CFV
modes with ω = 6 is similar and the reduction of the amplification rates is even slightly stronger (not shown).
The downstream development of u˜′s for both cases is shown in figure 6. The forcing with two actuators per spanwise
wavelength excites the mode (0,2) that is outside the primary-instability range. It is much larger in the beginning in
case SBF+WS because the actuator axes lie approximately along the CFV axis direction, whereas in case SBF+W
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Fig. 4. (a) Body-force distribution for case SBF+WS. Left: 10% fx-isosurface ( fx,10% = min{ fx}/10 = −0.046), right: 10% fz-isosurface ( fz,10% =
max{ fz}/10 = 0.034). The gray scale indicates the wall-normal distance y. (b) Body-force distribution for case SBF+W. Top: 10% isosurface ( f10%
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dashed line; the solid line denotes f10%. The force distribution is visualized by gray scale (levels 0.05 to 0.65, with increment 0.10) and the dotted
line shows the uB,s-profile of the undisturbed base flow at x = 2.0.
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Fig. 5. (a) Downstream development of the shape factor H12,s,zm (full lines) and the maximum crossflow velocity miny{w˜s,zm} (dashed lines) for
case REF (no symbols), case SBF+WS (squares) and case SBF+W (circles). Values are based on the spanwise mean of the u˜s and w˜s velocity
components, respectively. (b) Amplification rates −αi of unstable steady CFV modes (LST). Top: case SBF+WS, bottom: case SBF+W. Values for
cases SBF+WS and SBF+W in gray scale, lines show base-flow data (levels 0.00 to −2.25, with increment 0.25).
destructive interference occurs. The two-dimensional mean-flow distortion (0,0) reaches large amplitudes while, in
accordance with the decreased CF velocity and the resulting stabilization of the base flow, the amplitude of the excited
fundamental mode (0,1) decreases in comparison to the reference case, with a stronger decrease for case SBF+WS. For
this case the growth of all secondary-instability modes is eliminated completely within the integration domain. For
case SBF+W secondary growth is also significantly reduced and amplification is found for the low-frequency modes
ω = 6 and ω = 12 only. However, bear in mind that for case SBF+W the forcing amplitude can be further increased to
enhance the positive eﬀect.
To check whether the suppression of the fundamental mode (0,1) is mainly caused by the mean-flow distortion
(0,0) or by the three-dimensional eﬀect of the mode (0,2) two manipulated simulations were performed (not shown).
Artificial base flows were composed by superimposing the original base flow with the mode (0,0) extracted from
case SBF+WS and case SBF+W, respectively. The excited disturbances were the same as for the original cases. For
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Table 2. Plasma-actuator characteristics for cases CNL+WS and CNL−WS. The dimensioned force corresponds to the Ma∞ = 0.04 experiment.
xPL lPL zPL βPL min/max{ fx} min/max{ fz} max{ f } max{ ¯f }
Case (-) (-) (-) ◦ (-) (-) (-) (kNm−3)
CNL+WS 3.40 0.25 0.040 135 −0.59 0.59 0.84 2.01
CNL−WS 3.35 0.25 −0.005 −45 0.59 −0.59 0.84 2.01
case SBF+WS it is found that, with respect to the growth attenuation of the mode (0,1), the (0,0) part alone is nearly
as eﬃcient as the total eﬀect of the forcing; however, the amplitude of the mode (0,1) is higher. This is due to the
large amplitude of the mode (0,2) in the original case SBF+WS which locally dominates and hinders the growth of the
mode (0,1). Hence, the suppression of mode (0,1) is caused by a combination of both the two-dimensional mean-flow
distortion and the three-dimensional eﬀect of the mode (0,2). For case SBF+W the amplitude of the mode (0,2) is in the
order of ≈ 1% only. Thus, the resulting three-dimensional part of the flow-field deformation is small. Consequently,
the amplitude curves of the mode (0,1) for the original and the manipulated case nearly coincide throughout the whole
integration domain, showing the importance of the two-dimensional mean-flow distortion for case SBF+W.
5. Control of the nonlinear disturbance state
In a first attempt to minimize the actuation energy, one actuator per fundamental wavelength is positioned at a
selected spanwise position to alter the large-amplitude CFVs and the associated flow field, cf. the pinpoint suction
concept7,9. In this first study it is found that forcing either against the CF or in direction of the CF are eﬃcient. For
forcing against the CF, in the following denoted as case CNL+WS, the spanwise position of the actuator should be such
that the maximum of the force lies directly underneath the oncoming CFV, which herein after is referred to as CFV
A, cf. figure 7(a). For forcing in CF direction, denoted as case CNL−WS, the maximum force should be positioned
next to the updraft side of A, cf. figure 7(b). For both cases the optimal wall-normal force distribution is such that
the force extends almost up to the center of A. Hence, compared to stabilization of the base flow, the optimal force
distribution is flatter. The most important plasma-actuator characteristics applied in the two cases are given in table
2. Whereas the forcing direction and the position in the x − z plane diﬀer, the same force distribution is used for both
set-ups. Although the maximum force is slightly larger than for cases SBF+WS and SBF+W, the integral force is lower
by a factor of about 1.5 per actuator, and 3 per spanwise wavelength, due to the flatter force distribution.
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Fig. 7. Basic control set-up. Left: Steady CFVs to be controlled (λ2 = −6, bright) of case REF and body-force for (a) case CNL+WS and (b) case
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The eﬀect of the forcing on the CFVs for case CNL+WS is shown in figure 8(a). In this case, the wall-parallel
velocity induced by the forcing seems to weaken the rotational fluid motion of CFV A close to the wall and, in
addition, the induced negative wall-normal velocity hampers the vortical motion at the updraft side of A. As a result of
the nonlinear interaction of the CFV A and the vortices generated by the actuator, see figure 8(b), two counter-rotating
vortices are generated near the actuator edges, C and D (figure 8(a)). C induces a movement of the oncoming CFV A
to the left where it dies out soon. Also C disappears soon downstream the actuator. Finally, the new CFV D grows in
amplitude further downstream. Note that the vortical structures are similar to those arising with pinpoint suction when
three successive suction holes are employed, see figure 10 in9, case 3-H. For case CNL−WS, the induced wall-parallel
velocity is presumed to promote the rotational fluid motion of A close to the wall. However, a new clockwise turning
vortex E develops next to A, see figure 8(c). In combination with the induced negative wall-normal velocity it hinders
the vortical motion of A over some distance before it dies out again. Consequently, the strength of A is reduced.
However, in contrast to case CNL+WS A persists and is not replaced by a new CFV.
The downstream development of u˜′s for cases CNL+WS and CNL−WS is shown in figure 9. Downstream of the
forcing the amplitude of the excited fundamental mode (0,1) decreases for both cases compared to the reference case,
with a slightly stronger decrease for case CNL−WS. In accordance with the formation of the vortices C and E, the
mode (0,2) grows in the vicinity of the actuators and decreases again once the vortices have died out. The growth of
secondary-instability modes is reduced for all modes.
Unfortunately, both forcing directions are sensitive with respect to the spanwise position of the actuators, and ill-
chosen positioning may enhance transition to turbulence. When forcing against the CF, shifting the actuator towards
the vortex B yields promoting the vortical motion of this vortex, which in turn increases the strength of A. Shifting
it towards the downdraft side of A, the induced negative wall-normal velocity directly promotes the vortical motion
of A. For forcing in direction of the CF, positioning the actuator such that the maximum force lies underneath or at
the downdraft side of A directly results in increased strength of the CFV. However, in taking up the mechanisms of
the pinpoint suction concept where a fundamental favourable action of the mean suction eﬀect exists independent of
the spanwise position of the holes, it might be useful to tilt the actuators by about 90◦. Thus, an acceleration of the
mean flow reduces the basic crossflow, and the induced downdraft of fluid above the actuator may give the desired
’pinpoint’ vortex-weakening action. Moreover, several actuator rows are conceivable.
6. Conclusions
Using DNS two methods have been investigated applying plasma actuators to control the crossflow-vortex-induced
laminar breakdown in a three-dimensional swept-wing-type boundary-layer flow. For the first method, the objective
has been to weaken the primary CF instability by reducing the CF velocity of the quasi two-dimensional base flow.
Applying two actuators within the spanwise wavelength of the most amplified CFV mode, it is found that forcing
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Fig. 8. Like figure 7 but with activated body force: (a) case CNL+WS, (b) case CNL+WS without oncoming CFV and (c) case CNL−WS.
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Fig. 9. Downstream development of modal u˜′
s,(h,k)- and u˜
′
s,(h)-amplitudes for (a) case CNL+WS and (b) case CNL−WS from Fourier analysis in time
(maximum over y or y and z, 0 ≤ ω ≤ 180, Δω = 6). The dotted lines with triangle denote the mode (0,1) and the dash-dotted lines with gradients
the mode (0,2). Lines marked with open symbols show corresponding reference data from case REF.
either in spanwise direction or against the CF is most eﬀective. The force distribution in wall-normal direction should
be such that the force spreads almost over the complete boundary layer. Strong localized forcing close to the wall may
cause S-shaped ws-profiles and should be avoided. For both forcing directions the maximum CF velocity is reduced,
showing a stronger decrease for forcing against the CF. However, blocking of the flow is found here in the vicinity
of the actuators which may give rise to local T-S instability. LST investigations confirm that the forcing reduces
the amplification rates of both steady and unsteady CFV modes for both cases. In accordance, the amplitudes of
the CFV modes in the DNS decrease and the growth of all secondary-instability modes is significantly attenuated.
Manipulated simulations using modified artificial base flows reveal that for forcing against the CF the attenuation of
the mode (0,1) is caused by a combination of the two-dimensional mean-flow distortion and the three-dimensional
part of the flow-field deformation, whereas for forcing in spanwise direction the three-dimensional deformation is of
minor importance.
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For the second method the actuators have been used to control the three-dimensional nonlinear disturbance state
with large-amplitude CFVs, similar to the pinpoint suction concept. One actuator per fundamental wavelength is
positioned at a selected spanwise position to alter the vortices and the associated flow field. Forcing either against
the CF or in direction of the CF can be eﬃcient. The wall-normal range of the force should not extend beyond the
center of the oncoming CFV. For forcing against the CF, the spanwise position of the actuator should be such that the
maximum of the force lies directly underneath the oncoming CFV. The wall-parallel velocity induced by the forcing
weakens the rotational fluid motion close to the wall and, in addition, the induced negative wall-normal velocity ham-
pers the vortical motion at the updraft side of the CFV. For forcing in CF direction, the actuator should be positioned
next to the updraft side of the CFV. The induced wall-parallel velocity promotes the rotational fluid motion caused
by the CFV, resulting in the formation of a new, additional CFV which hinders the vortical motion of the original
CFV over some distance downstream of the forcing. Upon lowering the CFV amplitude, in either case the growth of
all secondary-instability modes is attenuated, delaying transition to turbulence. Note that with a plasma actuator, a
downdraft motion to the wall is induced independent of the direction in the wall-parallel plane. However, both forcing
directions are sensitive with respect to the spanwise position of the actuators and ill-chosen positioning may enhance
transition to turbulence.
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